
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Marketing the stories behind the brand
•• Building a greater audience via brand collaborations
•• Promoting luxury experiences and luxury dreams

The growth rate of the luxury car market was 10.7% in 2018. Despite a decline in
total new passenger car sales, the luxury car market showed resilience in 2018.
Mintel expects the sales volume of luxury cars to reach 3 million units in 2019, up
by 6.6% from 2018. Although data showed Mercedes-Benz overtook Audi to
claim the largest market share in 2018, the sales volumes of Mercedes-Benz,
Audi and BMW were actually all quite close, with annual sales of 665,520,
651,420 and 628,860 units respectively.

This Report investigates the portrait of luxury car owners and intended luxury
car buyers, luxury car brand image associations, and luxury car information
channels.
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• Female market is gaining more attention in luxury car
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Figure 27: Luxury car owners’ portrait, by gender, 2019 vs 2018
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Figure 28: Luxury car purchasing budget, March 2019

• BMW, Audi and Mercedes are the most popular luxury car
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Figure 29: Luxury car brand choices, March 2019

• Emergence of rational considerations towards luxury cars
Figure 30: Luxury car brand choices, 2019 vs 2018
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• Trident of luxury brands – dynamic performance,
technology and appearance
Figure 31: Luxury car brand feature association, March 2019

• Impress female consumers with interior design and brand
ethic
Figure 32: Luxury car brand feature association, by gender,
March 2019

• Perception gap between luxury and general car owners on
technology and brand history
Figure 33: Luxury car brand feature association – selected
item, by type of car ownership, March 2019

• Ethical expectations on luxury brands are higher among
consumer from lower tier cities
Figure 34: Luxury car brand feature association, by city tiers,
March 2019

• Meet the requirements of basic functions
Figure 35: Interior functions requirement, claim rate of “must-
have”, March 2019

• Highlight features beyond the basic ones on high-end
luxury models
Figure 36: Interior functions requirement, claim rate of “must-
have”, by luxury car purchase budget, March 2019
Figure 37: Mercedes-Benz’s in-car fragrance

• Phone connectivity and enough storage are treated as
must-have functions by more female intended luxury car
buyers
Figure 38: Interior functions requirement – selected items,
claim rate of “must have”, by gender, March 2019

• Auto websites and auto exhibitions are consumers’ major
information channels for luxury cars
Figure 39: Luxury car information channels, March 2019

• Reaching 81% of luxury car owners and potential buyers
through auto websites and auto exhibitions
Figure 40: Luxury car information channels – TURF Analysis,
March 2019

Figure 41: Total market volume of luxury cars, 2014-24
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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